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Sabbatical Purpose: 

The primary purpose of this sabbatical was to research global perspectives in dance that 

extend beyond my current expertise in Western dance forms. As the sole full-time Dance 

Professor at the Frisco Campus, it is my responsibility to share a comprehensive understanding 

of dance with students. However, there was, and will always be, room for me to better fulfill this 

responsibility. My dancing body is the product of a Western education that often upholds ballet 

and modern as the pillars of dance. While I have long conducted research via scholarly readings 

on global dance forms and engaged in an occasional dance studio class that is non-Western, this 

sabbatical was a necessary step toward focused embodiment of global dance forms.  

Sabbatical Summary:  

I began sabbatical by enrolling in a weekly Bharatanatyam dance studio class taught by 

Sarita Venkatraman of Arathi School of Dance. I also audited the 16-week Dance & 

Globalization (DNCE 2143) dance studio course at Texas Woman’s University, and the six-week 

Dance History: Global, Cultural, and Historical Considerations course through the National 

Dance Education Organization (NDEO) Online Professional Development Institute (OPDI). 



Additional sabbatical activities included attending the Women in Dance Leadership Conference 

in Philadelphia, PA and conducting selected readings on global perspectives in dance.  

Studying Bharatanatyam, one of the eight classical dances of India, was part of my 

original sabbatical plan, as was enrolling in the Dance & Globalization course at TWU. The 

specific dance form to be covered in Dance & Globalization depended on the instructor, and at 

the last moment it changed to Professor Aadya Kaktikar, who is an Odissi dancer. So, 

fortuitously, I found myself simultaneously studying two of the eight classical Indian dance 

forms: Bharatanatyam and Odissi.  

 Through physically studying these dance forms, I learned foundational movement 

patterns and rhythms specific to each style. In addition, I was able to experience the very 

different ways that these two dance classes were structured. In the Bharatanatyam class, which 

was taught outside of American higher education, I became a participant observer in a very 

specific dance community that I had not previously encountered. I was in a class for adult 

beginners. We were required to wear a uniform, and so each week I dressed in a practice dress 

top, pyjama style pants, and saree. When the instructor spoke, we were expected to stand with 

our feet together and our hands placed behind the back, flat against the sacrum with palms up 

and elbows wide. Each class began and ended with the Namaskaram, a physical offering of 

prayer.  

The Dance & Globalization class at TWU was much different, as I was a student in class 

with the population that I normally teach: college-aged dance students, some of them dance 

majors. Like many college classes I have experienced, class began with attendance and ended 

with an informal dispersal of students as the clock ticked toward 2:20 p.m. Odissi, a classical 

dance form with ancient roots, had been transplanted into a modern liberal arts university setting. 



Namaskaram was taught and completed only one time before being set aside for the duration of 

the semester. While a significant amount of time was devoted to learning the physical foundation 

of the technique, class also included lectures and discussions focused on Odissi history and how 

the dance form has been affected by colonialism and appropriation. Appropriation became 

particularly apparent as we embarked on our final projects.  

At the invitation of Professor Kaktikar, we were to choreograph dances rooted in, or at 

least influenced by, Odissi dance. It is rare that students are asked, and given the blessing, to 

choreograph when they are just beginning to study a genre of dance. Odissi is not mine, and I 

surely teetered on the edge of appropriation despite all intentions otherwise. There is a great 

capacity for a range of emotions and narrative storytelling in Odissi, and my personal aesthetic 

and comfort level were challenged. In an effort to embrace a more narrative, emotive theme, I 

called upon One Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel García Márquez. The novel is filled with 

vivid imagery (ice, a firing squad, and little gold fish in particular), and it is one of my favorites. 

I fully realized the bizarre nature of integrating imagery from a Colombian author into a classical 

Indian dance form to be performed by my very Western dancing body. I embraced it and created 

a succinct solo study as an exploration of a dance form that I knew nothing of prior to August 

2019.  

The solo that I created is a single step toward understanding Odissi through moving and 

making creative choices. This grappling with Odissi occurred in conjunction with American 

modern dance. It is a meeting of what I know and what I am coming to know.  

As a student in the six-week Dance History: Global, Cultural, and Historical 

Considerations course through the National Dance Education Organization (NDEO) Online 

Professional Development Institute (OPDI), I had firsthand experience studying dance online. 



While I have long taught dance theory courses online, and now, in the midst of COVID-19 I also 

teach dance studio courses online, this NDEO online course was my first experience as an online 

student. As described in the course syllabus, “Global in its perspective, the course equally 

emphasizes Western and non-Western dance forms. Using context as its primary lens, the course 

covers ritual, theatrical, folk and social forms of dance in various environments, including socio-

economic, religious, and political factors.” This course was a valuable resource and example of 

framing course content conceptually, versus by genre. It also served as a reference for reworking 

my own curriculum and organization of ideas in Dance Appreciation.  

The Women in Dance Leadership Conference was held at Drexel University in 

Philadelphia. It featured master classes, workshops, and presentations by women in leadership 

roles with professional dance companies, arts organizations, and academic institutions. In 

specific connection to my sabbatical focus on global perspectives in dance, I participated in 

dance studio classes in Bharatanatyam, taught by Mesma Belsare, and Flamenco, taught by 

Estefania Ramirez of Entreflamenco. Most notable was the opportunity to participate in a master 

class with Jacqulyn Buglisi of Buglisi Dance Theatre. She spent 30 years with the Martha 

Graham Dance Company, which is a group that we cover in Dance Appreciation. As an artist of 

her own making, Buglisi choreographed The Table of Silence Project, which is a response to 

9/11 and a plea for peace. It is performed on the anniversary of 9/11 each year around the 

Revson Fountain at Lincoln Center, featuring more than 150 dancers. We have covered this piece 

in Dance Appreciation on many occasions to connect dance with action, political statements, and 

social responsibility. The opportunity to learn part of the ritual gesture phrase in The Table of 

Silence Project directly from Buglisi was remarkable. This choreography is an impeccable 

iteration of the idea that the world gets in; dance does not exist in a magical realm.  



Sabbatical Conclusion:  

This research will inform my teaching in the following ways: 

I now have a greater body of knowledge to share with students. I am still a modern 

dancer who also teaches ballet, jazz, performance, and Dance Appreciation. A single semester of 

study is not enough to call myself a Bharatanatyam or Odissi dancer, but since I have studied 

those dance forms, I am now able to share physical ideas with students that relate to them. 

Beginning to develop a personal praxis in Odissi and Bharatanatyam and taking the NDEO 

Dance History course has helped me begin to reconfigure the Dance Appreciation curriculum in 

terms of concept (classical, contemporary, communal, et cetera) instead of genre (ballet, modern, 

and jazz). Students are often out of their seats and physically engaged in class, no matter that the 

class is labeled a lecture, and the physical content that I present can now incorporate postures 

and aesthetics from communities on the other side of the globe. In past semesters Dance 

Appreciation movement experiences featured ballet, modern, jazz, and West African dance. This 

semester, after the class focused on classical dance in Europe (ballet) and India (Bharatanatyam 

and Odissi) in our regular classroom, we moved into the dance studio to take a classical ballet 

barre. We then transitioned into the center of the studio and learned the first three Thattadavus 

(foundational rhythmic tapping steps) in Bharatanatyam. The integration of classical Indian 

dance into the focus on traditions in dance is another essential step away from the ubiquitous 

Eurocentrism that is sometimes found in higher education dance curriculum in America. 

On a personal level, this sabbatical has reintroduced me to humility. Humility as I began 

to study Bharatanatyam and Odissi. I laid aside the titles of dance professor and professional 

dancer and entered an entirely new-to-me dance community as a beginning dancer. Humility as I 

returned to the higher education classroom as a student alongside the very population that I 



normally teach. Humility as I re-injured myself in the midst of this zealous dancing, returning to 

the walking boot and remembering how to dance through an injury. And, this spring, humility as 

I return to my role as a professor of dance and share these ideas that are so new in my mind and 

body with my own students. 

My study of classical Indian dance is not over, though it has paused as I return to 

teaching full time. I now remember what it feels like to begin. I had forgotten. I began rigorously 

studying dance as an adult, and apparently the memory of my first steps into modern dance class 

has faded. Many of my own students are just beginning to study dance, and remembering what it 

feels like to start, to embark, will help me prepare course content that challenges students by both 

acknowledging where they are and encouraging them to take a risk.  

As the course content begins to look more like the world, I expect that a greater portion 

of the students will be able to see themselves in the dance. This sabbatical has been another step 

toward fulfilling my responsibility to share a more comprehensive view of dance with students.  

 


